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ABSTRACT 

The Internet improves the speed of information dissemination, and the scale of unstructured text 

data is expanding and increasingly being used for mass communication. Although these large 

amounts of data meet the infinite demand, it is difficult to find public focus in a timely manner. 

Therefore, information extraction from big data has become an important research issue, and there 

are many published studies on big data processing at home and abroad. In this paper, we propose 

a multi-feature keyword extraction method, and based on this, an artificial intelligence driven big 

data MFE scheme is designed, then an application example of the general scheme is expanded and 

detailed. Taking news as the carrier, this scheme is applied to the algorithm design of hot event 

detection. As a result, a multi-feature fusion clustering algorithm is proposed based on user 

attention with two main stages. In the first stage, a multi-feature fusion model is developed to 

evaluate keywords, and this model combines the term frequency and part of speech features. We 

use it to extract keywords for representing news and events. In the second stage, we perform 

clustering and detect hot events in accordance with the procedure, and during the composition of 

news clusters, we analyze several variadic parameters in order to explore the optimal effectiveness. 

Then, experiments on the news corpus are conducted, and the results show that the approach 

presented herein performs well. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In this chapter there’s a discussion on the basic concepts of artificial intelligence, importance of 

big data in our digital world, various types of data, basic foundation of information extraction and 

text mining concepts. 

 

1.1  Artificial Intelligence 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is wide-ranging branch of computer science concerned with building 

smart machines capable of performing tasks that typically require human intelligence. AI is an 

interdisciplinary science with multiple approaches, but advancements in machine learning and 

deep learning are creating a paradigm shift in virtually every sector of the tech industry. In 

computer science, artificial intelligence (AI), sometimes called machine intelligence, is 

intelligence demonstrated by machines, AI is a computer system able to perform tasks that 

ordinarily require human intelligence. Many of these artificial intelligence systems are powered 

by machine learning, some of them are powered by deep learning and some of them are powered 

by very structured rules. Turing's paper "Computing machinery and Intelligence" (1950), and its 

subsequent Turing Test, established the fundamental goal and vision of artificial intelligence. As 

machines become increasingly capable, tasks considered to require "intelligence" are often 

removed from the definition of AI, a phenomenon known as the AI effect. In the twenty-first 

century, AI techniques have experienced a high rise in the  following concurrent advances in 

computing power, large amounts of data, and theoretical understanding; and AI techniques have 

become an essential part of the technology industry, helping to solve many challenging problems 

in computer science, software engineering and operation research. 

Many problems in AI can be solved in theory by intelligently searching through many 

possible solutions, Reasoning can be reduced to performing a search. For example, logical proof 

can be viewed as searching for a path that leads from premises to conclusions, where each step is 

the application of an inference rule. Planning algorithms search through trees of goals and sub 

goals, attempting to find a path to a target goal, a process called means-ends analysis. Robotics 

algorithms for moving limbs and grasping objects use local searches in configuration space. Many 
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learning algorithms use search algorithms based on optimization. AI automates repetitive learning 

and discovery through data, AI adapts through progressive learning algorithms. 

 

1.2  Impact of Big Data 

Big data is a field that treats ways to analyze, systematically extract information from, or otherwise 

deal with data sets that are too large or complex to be dealt with by traditional data-processing 

application software. Data with many cases (rows) offer greater statistical power, while data with 

higher complexity (more attributes or columns) may lead to a higher false discovery rate. Big data 

challenges include capturing data, data storage, data analysis, search, sharing, transfer, 

visualization, querying, updating, information privacy and data source. Big data was originally 

associated with three key concepts: volume, variety, and velocity. When we handle big data, we 

may not sample but simply observe and track what happens. Therefore, big data often includes 

data with sizes that exceed the capacity of traditional software to process within an acceptable time 

and value. Data sets grow rapidly, to a certain extent because they are increasingly gathered by 

cheap and numerous information-sensing Internet of things devices such as mobile devices, aerial 

(remote sensing), software logs, cameras, microphones, radio-frequency identification (RFID) 

readers and wireless sensor networks. The world's technological per-capita capacity to store 

information has roughly doubled every 40 months since the 1980s; as of 2012, every day 2.5 

exabytes (2.5×260 bytes) of data are generated. Based on an IDC report prediction, the global data 

volume will grow exponentially from 4.4 zettabytes to 44 zettabytes between 2013 and 2020. By 

2025, IDC predicts there will be 163 zettabytes of data. One question for large enterprises is 

determining who should own big-data initiatives that affect the entire organization. 

1.3  Information Extraction 

 
Information extraction (IE) is the task of automatically extracting structured information from 

unstructured and/or semi-structured machine-readable documents. In most of the cases this activity 

concerns processing human language texts by means of natural language processing (NLP). Recent 

activities in multimedia document processing like automatic annotation and content extraction out 

of images/audio/video/documents could be seen as information extraction. Information Extraction 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_set
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_power
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_discovery_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automatic_identification_and_data_capture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_data_storage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_sharing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_visualization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Query_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_privacy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_things
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_device
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Remote_sensing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_camera
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio-frequency_identification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_sensor_networks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exabyte
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Data_Corporation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zettabyte
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unstructured_data
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine-readable_data
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_language_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multimedia
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is the part of a greater puzzle which deals with the problem of devising automatic methods for text 

management, beyond its transmission, storage and display. The discipline of information retrieval 

(IR) has developed automatic methods, typically of a statistical flavor, for indexing large document 

collections and classifying documents. Another complementary approach is that of natural 

language processing (NLP) which has solved the problem of modelling human language 

processing with considerable success when taking into account the magnitude of the task. 

Information extraction depends on named entity recognition (NER), a sub-tool used to find 

targeted information to extract. NER recognizes entities first as one of several categories such as 

location, persons or organizations (ORG. Once the information category is recognized, an 

information extraction utility extracts the named entity’s related information and constructs a 

machine-readable document from it, which algorithms can further process to extract meaning. IE 

finds meaning by way of other subtasks including co-reference resolution, relationship extraction, 

language and vocabulary analysis and sometimes audio extraction. 

There are two types of data present in the form of text in internet, these are structured text 

form and unstructured form of data, Unstructured data (or unstructured information) is information 

that either does not have a pre-defined data model or is not organized in a pre-defined manner. 

Unstructured information is typically text-heavy, but may contain data such as dates, numbers, and 

facts as well. This results in irregularities and ambiguities that make it difficult to understand using 

traditional programs as compared to data stored in fielded form in databases or annotated 

(semantically tagged) in documents.   

A structured text is an abstract model that organizes elements of data and standardizes how 

they relate to one another and to the properties of real-world entities. For instance, a data model 

may specify that the data element representing a car be composed of a number of other elements 

which, in turn, represent the color and size of the car and define its owner. The term data model 

can refer to two distinct but closely related concepts. Sometimes it refers to an abstract 

formalization of the objects and relationships found in a particular application domain. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_retrieval
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_language_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_language_processing
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/named-entity-recognition-NER
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plain_text
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ambiguities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Annotation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tag_(metadata)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data
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1.4 Introduction about the proposed system 

 
In this work we propose a multi-feature keyword extraction (MFE) for calculating the relevance 

of words and phrases to the content of the article subject and returning the first N words or phrases 

that can best represent the article subject according to the order of relevance. The evaluation 

method of multi-feature fusion is used in the process of keyword extraction, which can extract 

high-quality keywords even if the article is short. Then combining with the features of user 

attention, such as article reading quantity, comment volume and comment growth rate, we 

adopted a new algorithm based on MFE to cluster text of various media, so as to facilitate 

subsequent analysis of social hot events. We’ll take an example of online news as a major 

example in our work.  Online news reports have increased considerably among enormous 

quantities of data on blogs, online newspapers and news websites. The massive amount of news 

can overwhelm people when they access reports of interest, although there are currently general 

classifications of news, such as business, technology, and sports. For an individual who 

frequently reads news, it would be desirable if they could access or abandon all similar news 

reports conveniently targeting events in which they are personally interested or uninterested. To 

accomplish this, the clustering model is built. Usually, a news report includes not only the 

contents of the report itself but also some incidental information, such as the number of 

comments, which is often overlooked.  In addition to concentrating on various things. 

 we expect incidental information to play its due role. Depending on this case, the following 

two aspects will be taken into consideration. One is an improved representation of news reports, 

which should effectively model the contents. The other is that hot news can better represent 

events, so we propose a method based on user attention for event extraction.  

According to this case, our main contributions include the following:  

1. Based on tens of thousands of online news from NetEase News, we analyzed the 

characteristics of static pool with news to extract events that most people focus on.  

2. We proposed a new method to calculate the similarity between news and events, relying 

on an aligned set of basis vectors obtained using keyword correlation analysis.  

3. We established a multi-feature fusion model for evaluating keywords that combines the 

term frequency and part of speech features together.  
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4. We designed an approach to detect hot events in accordance with the procedure, and during 

the composition of news clusters, we analyzed several variadic parameters in order to 

explore the optimal effectiveness. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
A Literature survey describes how this concept has emerged, how it has been implemented and 

what is the current status. This research mainly relates to previous work on information extraction, 

news event detection and keyword extraction. Thus, we mainly review them in this chapter. 

During the last few years, information extraction has attracted wide attention due to adding 

knowledge to the search results of major commercial search engines. Working with collections of 

articles in a particular domain to extract relevant information in a structured manner are often 

customized. This means some specific templates are used for filling in with information collected 

from texts. The main obstacle is poor portability because templates are designed for a specific 

purpose and they are difficult to reuse. 

In Paper [1], the author describes an information extraction algorithm for identifying 

entities and relationships in texts. Info boxes and Wikipedia are used to solve the problem of named 

entity recognition in information extraction, this procedure might face a problem of mixed 

structured texts, the solution for this would be a method for identifying terms in articles that are 

proposed, using these terms to identify document-related fragments.  In the paper [2] they describe 

a method describes how to summarize a web entity based on the entity’s occurring in web articles. 

We can refer to [3] for the knowledge generation. It describes a project that attempts to 

automatically extract information about artists from the Web, use it to generate personalized 

narrative biographies, and populate a knowledge base.  

YAGO is well-known project [3] related to extracting knowledge from WordNet and 

Wikipedia. It presents an efficient technique to extract immediate information withing very less 

time. An automatic query-based retrieval method [4] has been developed to extract user-defined 

relationships from large text databases such as media databases, audio databases, and text 

databases, using these databases we can find a relationship within this data to get some insights. 

This method is used on structured type of data where we have the data in the form of tables. 

Automatic query-based system is used to give some keywords and retrieve any information based 

on our inputs. 
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In paper [5] it contributes to the computation of objective evaluations with a tool that is 

targeted at extracting data about companies from web accessible, semi-structured resources in a 

way that fits the justly tight requirements of the platform. This tool has an efficient functionality 

to gather as much data as possible about the companies from the semi structured way. This fits 

into the correct way and accomplishes the requirements that has to be met for the information 

extraction. In paper [6] this describes that machine learning has gained much more interest due to 

effectiveness and efficiency, particularly their success in many shared tasks. Some machine 

learning methods were directly used for natural language processing task such as tumor 

information extraction where we try to gather the information whether the patient has tumor or not 

based on past information of the patient. There are various types of tumors like benign and 

malignant where the final results show the probability what type of tumor the patient has been 

suffering.  

 

In paper [7] Information extraction is a hot topic in the field of natural language processing 

in recent years, in which event extraction is one of the three main tasks. The ACE (Automatic 

Content Extraction) evaluation conference, Automatic content extraction (ACE) is a research 

program for developing advanced information extraction technologies convened by the     from 

1999 to 2008, succeeding MUC and preceding Text Analysis Conference which promotes the 

development of event extraction, defines events as special things that involve participants with 

unique ways to improve the extraction schemes reduce the time limit for getting the information.  

 

The ACE program, however, defines the research objectives in terms of the target objects 

(i.e., the entities, the relations, and the events) rather than in terms of the words in the text. For 

example, the so-called "named entity" task, as defined in MUC, is to identify those words (on the 

page) that are names of entities. In ACE, on the other hand, the corresponding task is to identify 

the entity so named. This is a different task, one that is more abstract and that involves inference 

more explicitly in producing an answer.  

 

The Message Understanding Conferences (MUC) were initiated and financed by DARPA 

(Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) to encourage the development of new and better 

methods of information extraction. The character of this competition is concurrent research teams 

competing against one another that is required for the development of standards for evaluation, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_extraction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technologies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Message_Understanding_Conference
https://www.nist.gov/tac/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DARPA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_extraction
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e.g. the adoption of metrics like precision and recall. In the MUC (Message Understanding 

Conference) evaluation meeting before the ACE meeting, there is a scenario template task, which 

focuses on the extraction of events. As early as 1958, a classical approach was based on the 

frequency of occurrence of words in the particular event was proposed. The research on event 

extraction has strong domain relevance, emphasizing the extraction of relevant information from 

the text according to the specified event type and its template 

 

In paper [8] the author has put forward a method for extracting events by taking frequently 

occurring named entities as core entities, which could perform cross-document event recognition 

tasks and then arrange the identified events on the timeline after it was performed the necessary 

calculations. The aim of the cross-document event ordering task is to build timelines from English 

news articles. To provide focus to the timeline creation, the task is presented as an ordering task 

in which events involving a particular target entity are to be ordered chronologically.  

 

In paper [9] author proposed a method called TM-Gen, which is used for extracting 

information from any number of articles and representing them in a topic map format. Here  they 

present an architecture to generate automatically a conceptual representation of knowledge stored 

in a set of text-based documents, they have used the topic maps standard and we have developed 

a method that combines text mining, statistics, linguistic tools, and semantics to obtain a graphical 

representation of the information contained therein, which can be coded using a knowledge 

representation language such as RDF or OWL. The procedure is language-independent, fully 

automatic, self-adjusting, and it does not need manual configuration by the user. Although the 

validation of a graphic knowledge representation system is very subjective, we have been able to 

take advantage of an intermediate product of the process to make an experimental validation of 

our proposal.  

 

In paper [10] they described the process of using named entity recognition to obtain 

important definitions (citing different narrative styles of the same event) from news articles. 

Named Entity Recognition is a process where an algorithm takes a string of text (sentence or 

paragraph) as input and identifies relevant nouns (people, places, and organizations) that are 

mentioned in that string. News and publishing houses generate large amounts of online content on 

a daily basis and managing them correctly is very important to get the most use of each article. 
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Name Entity Recognition can automatically scan entire articles and reveal which are the 

major people, organizations, and places discussed in them. Knowing the relevant tags for each 

article help in automatically categorizing the articles in defined hierarchies and enable smooth 

content discovery. 

 

In paper [11] the author describes on various different natural language processing 

techniques where these systems have been developed and utilized to extract events and clinical 

concepts form text, and several success stories in applying these tools have been reported widely. 

The most basic and useful technique in NLP is extracting the entities in the text. It highlights the 

fundamental concepts and references in the text. Named entity recognition (NER) identifies 

entities such as people, locations, organizations, dates, etc. from the text. Sentiment analysis is a 

part of NLP is most useful in cases such as customer surveys, reviews and social media comments 

where people express their opinions and feedback. The simplest output of sentiment analysis is a 

3-point scale: positive/negative/neutral. In more complex cases the output can be a numeric score 

that can be bucketed into as many categories as required. 

  

In paper [12] author proposed an approach that relies on both atrial and ventricular activity 

analysis, based on a novel non-linear filtering technique recently proposed to extract short-term 

events from biomedical signals. This is a fast novel non-linear filtering method named Relative-

Energy (Rel-En), for robust short-term event extraction from biomedical signals. they developed 

an algorithm that extracts short- and long-term energies in a signal and provides a coefficient 

vector with which the signal is multiplied, heightening events of interest. This algorithm is 

thoroughly assessed on benchmark datasets in three different biomedical applications namely, 

ECG QRS-complex detection, EEG K-complex detection, and imaging photoplethysmography 

(iPPG) peak detection.  Rel-En robustly extracted short-term events of interest. The proposed 

algorithm can be implemented by two filters and its parameters can be selected easily and 

intuitively. Furthermore, Rel-En algorithm can be used in other biomedical signal processing 

applications where a need of short-term event extraction is present.  

 

There are techniques in NLP that help summarize large chunks of text. Text 

summarization is mainly used in cases such as news articles and research articles. Two broad 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Named-entity_recognition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sentiment_analysis
https://towardsdatascience.com/a-quick-introduction-to-text-summarization-in-machine-learning-3d27ccf18a9f
https://towardsdatascience.com/a-quick-introduction-to-text-summarization-in-machine-learning-3d27ccf18a9f
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approaches to text summarization are extraction and abstraction. Extraction methods create a 

summary by extracting parts from the text. Abstraction methods create summary by generating 

fresh text that conveys the crux of the original text. There are various algorithms that can be used 

for text summarization like LexRank, TextRank, and Latent Semantic Analysis. To take the 

example of LexRank, this algorithm ranks the sentences using similarity between them. A sentence 

is ranked higher when it is similar to more sentences, and these sentences are in turn similar to 

other sentences.  

Aspect mining of NLP identifies the different aspects in the text. When used in conjunction 

with sentiment analysis, it extracts complete information from the text. One of the easiest methods 

of aspect mining is using part-of-speech tagging. Aspect-Based Opinion Mining (ABOM) involves 

extracting aspects or features of an entity and figuring out opinions about those aspects. It's a 

method of text classification that has evolved from sentiment analysis and named entity extraction 

(NER). ABOM is thus a combination of aspect extraction and opinion mining. While opinions 

about entities are useful, opinions about aspects of those entities are more granular and insightful. 

The ABOM workflow constitutes initial text pre-processing, POS tagging, splitting sentences to 

extract aspects and classifying them into various dimensions/buckets.  

According to WordNet [13], a general definition of a news event is “a specific thing 

happens at a specific place and time”, which may be consecutively reported by various media 

within a period. Most prevailing approaches to news event detection were proposed in this paper 

[14] they were mainly variants and improvements of the single pass method and agglomerative 

clustering algorithms.   

The single pass clustering algorithms that scan the data only once can be classified into 

two categories: Partitional and Hierarchical. Partitional clustering attempts to directly decompose 

the data set in to a set of disjoint clusters. More specifically, they attempt to determine an integer 

number of partitions that optimize a certain criterion function. The criterion function may 

emphasize the local or the global structure of the data and its optimization process is an iterative 

procedure. Single pass K-means algorithm belongs to this category. Hierarchical clustering 

proceeds successively by either merging smaller cluster into larger ones, or by splitting larger 

clusters.  Text clustering algorithms could be classified in several groups: vector space models, k-

https://pypi.org/project/lexrank/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latent_semantic_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Part-of-speech_tagging
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means variations, generative algorithms, spectral algorithms, dimensionality reduction methods 

and phrase-based methods. Vector space model is a classic approach which shows better results 

on homogeneous topics and needs to know the number of clusters. K-means algorithm and its 

extensions are historically most popular approaches for hierarchical and partitioned clustering. 

However they have a number of drawbacks: effectiveness decreases on large data corpora and 

relies on random initialization. Also they are susceptible to outliers and noise and needs to know 

the number of clusters as well. Generative algorithms are also sensitive to outliers and it makes 

them less effective on heterogeneous data and have cluster count as input.  

The basic idea of K Means clustering in text is to form K seeds first, and then group 

observations in K clusters on the basis of distance with each of K seeds. The observation will be 

included in the nth seed/cluster if the distance between the observation and the nth seed is minimum 

when compared to other seeds.  K-means (KM) algorithm groups N data points into k clusters by 

minimizing the sum of squared distances between every point and its nearest cluster mean 

(centroid). This objective function is called sum-of-squared errors (SSE). Although k-means was 

originally designed for minimizing SSE of numerical data, it has also been applied for other 

objective functions sometimes the term k-means is used to refer to the clustering problem of 

minimizing SSE.  

The vector space model [15] is an approach that reveals better results for homogeneous 

events and requires ensuring the number of clusters in advance. Vector space model is the most 

Widely used model used to represent document. In the statistically based vector-space model, a 

document is conceptually represented by a vector of keywords extracted from the document, with 

associated weights representing the importance of the keywords in the document and within the 

whole document collection; likewise, a query is modelled as a list of keywords with associated 

weights representing the importance of the keywords in the query. The weight of a term in a 

document vector can be determined in many ways.  

In the paper [16] Some techniques related to ontologies, machine learning, and natural 

language processing were applied to help the documentalists of categorization and tagging of 

news, here we can get the desired news based on the keywords present and extract relevant 

information as the user needed. Many studies [17] have faced such problems, which have not yet 

been solved. Many researchers applied events detection to a specific field, working on detection 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/centroid
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/clustering-problem
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of economic events that may influence the market, such as mergers. 

In paper [18] an event detection framework to discover real-world events from multiple 

data domains, including online news media and social media. Automatic keyword extraction is the 

process of identifying key paragraphs, key phrases, key terms, or keywords in an article that 

properly represent the document topic.  

Due to keyword extraction provides a compact representation of article, some applications, 

such as automatic classification, automatic clustering, automatic indexing, automatic filtering, and 

automatic summarization, can benefit from the keyword extraction process [19]. Keyword is the 

smallest meaningful element of language that can move independently in Chinese, and the 

relationship between news and corresponding keywords has been studied extensively, falling into 

two categories: supervised and unsupervised approaches. In the former, the keyword extraction 

algorithm consists of two steps. The first step is training, in which models are trained to find 

keywords from labeled news reports. The second step is extraction, where the keywords are chosen 

from news reports that are not trained. The latter is composed of simple statistical approaches, 

linguistic approaches and machine learning concepts. 

In paper [20] the author tried to extract keywords from micro blogs using a three-feature 

graph model, semantic space and word location. In paper [21] focused on a structure approach 

based on exploded events and graph generation. This paper proposed a method to find solutions 

for problems such as high variance and lexical variants. Kim [22] detected exploded and popular 

keywords including abbreviations. Zimniewicz [23] applied a scheduling model for a class of 

keyword extraction approaches and proposed methods for the overall performance evaluation of 

different algorithms, which are based on processing time and correctness (quality) of answers. 

Duari [24] proposed a parameter less keyword extraction method (sCAKE) based on semantic 

connectivity of words, combining with graph construction and scoring methods. In this paper, a 

multi-feature fusion will be used for keyword extraction. 
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 CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM MODEL AND DEFINITION 

 

Here in this chapter there’s calculation of the similarity between news and events, there’s 

transformation of news reports into a form that a computer can understand, that is, to build a model 

to represent news reports. The commonly used text representation model is the vector space model, 

which we also use in this paper. Every dimension of vector is a feature item extracted from news. 

Using vectors to represent text, the relevant knowledge in mathematics to calculate the similarity 

between vectors can be used, and the similarity between vectors can be referred to as the similarity 

between news, thus reducing the difficulty of calculating similarity between news reports.  

Vector space model or term vector model is an algebraic model for representing text 

documents (and any objects, in general) as vectors of identifiers, such as, for example, index terms. 

It is used in information filtering, information retrieval, indexing and relevancy rankings. Its first 

use was in the SMART Information Retrieval System. Each dimension corresponds to a separate 

term. If a term occurs in the document, its value in the vector is non-zero. Several different ways 

of computing these values, also known as (term) weights, have been developed. One of the best 

known schemes is tf-idf weighting (see the example below). The definition of term depends on the 

application. Typically terms are single words, keywords, or longer phrases. If words are chosen to 

be the terms, the dimensionality of the vector is the number of words in the vocabulary (the number 

of distinct words occurring in the corpus). Vector operations can be used to compare documents 

with queries.  

The vector space model has the following advantages over the Standard Boolean model:  

1. Simple model based on linear algebra 

2. Term weights not binary 

3. Allows computing a continuous degree of similarity between queries and documents 

4. Allows ranking documents according to their possible relevance 

5. Allows partial matching 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vector_space
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_filtering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_retrieval
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Index_(search_engine)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SMART_Information_Retrieval_System
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimension_(vector_space)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tf-idf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keyword_(linguistics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Text_corpus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_Boolean_model
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Most of these advantages are a consequence of the difference in the density of the document 

collection representation between Boolean and term frequency-inverse document frequency 

approaches. When using Boolean weights, any document lies in a vertex in a n-dimensional 

hypercube. 

3.1 Comparison between news and event model 

Here we collect all the news reports and event models, for each news report N, we can extract 

keywords from news headlines and contents as feature items and construct news vector models 

based on these characteristics. Using the vector 𝑁(𝑛1,𝑚1,𝑛2,𝑚2,…,𝑛k,𝑚k) to represent a news 

report, 𝑛 is the feature of the vector, and the feature term is the keyword extracted from the news. 

The variable 𝑚k is the weight of the feature item, these news reports collected here represents a 

collection of all the possible news happening, we then collect the possible event models also which 

is used to compare if the news reports are also represented as the hot events, for each hot event, a 

vector 𝐸(𝑒1,𝑠1,𝑒2,𝑠2,…,𝑒i,𝑠i) can be constructed to represent the event, of which 𝑒i is a keyword 

extracted from the event and 𝑠 is the weight of the keyword related to the event. We specify a ten-

dimensional vector for an event; then, the initial elements of the vector are set to the same as the 

first news in this event. When subsequent news is classified to the event, keywords change, and 

the corresponding weights are recalculated. 

 This comparison mechanism we try to see if any news model is already classified as the 

hot event model, hot event models are considered the one which the end user is always interested 

to read. This type of procedure is really important as we get a featured extraction of news content 

which have the most priority news over the others. This procedure of comparison gives the result 

between 0 to 1, this is explained in detailed below with the related formula. 

 

3.2 Similarity calculation  

In order to support this functionality, which would be finding groups of reports describing the 

same event, we take the similarity comparison method into consideration. This section explains 

how to calculate an approximate similarity between news reports and events. Then, the 

computation is based on an aligned set of basis vectors obtained using keyword correlation 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypercube
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analysis. In this paper, we propose a new method to calculate the similarity between news and 

events. The following is the relevant definitions for the calculations : 

Definition N: N represents a piece of news.  

Definition E: E represents an event. 

Definition 𝒕0 :  𝑡 represents the current time.  

Definition 𝑷1: 𝑃 is a set, 𝑃 = {𝑘1,𝑘2,…,𝑘i}, one of which 𝑘 represents a keyword that appears at 

the same time in news N and event E.  

Definition 𝑷2: 𝑃 is a set, 𝑃 = {𝑤1,𝑤2,…,𝑤i}, which contains the weight for each of the keywords   

Definition 𝑷3: 𝑃 is a set, 𝑃 = {𝑡1,𝑡2,…,𝑡p}, which contains the last time that each keyword in 𝑃 

was recently updated.  

Definition 𝑷4: 𝑃 is a set, 𝑃 = {𝑒1,𝑒2,…,𝑒p}, which contains all keywords for an event. 

Definition 𝑷5: 𝑃 is a set, 𝑃 = {𝑠1,𝑠2,…,𝑠p}, which contains the weight of each keyword in 𝑃. 

Definition 𝑷6: 𝑃 is a set, 𝑃 = {𝑞1,𝑞2,…,𝑞p}, which contains the last time that each keyword in 𝑃 

was most recently updated. 

The similarity calculation formula is : 

                                

The similarity value obtained with the above formula is a fractional number between 0 and 

1. Depending on the threshold we decide whether the news report and the event model are same, 

if the value obtained is near to 1 then there’s a greater possibility that the news N and event E is 

similar or if any missing facts in event E then the news N can be classified into event E. In the 

converse way, if the similarity value obtained in the above formula is near to 0 then the news N 

and event E are different and news can’t resemble the event. Basically, there’s a certain threshold 

which is used for these calculations. If the value is larger than a certain threshold, then the news 

is classified into the event. Otherwise the news is stored as a new event in the event library.  
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 This similarity index plays an important role in comparison between the news model and 

event model, we get to better classify these events. If multiple news articles resemble the a certain 

event we can reduce the duplicate copies of these news articles and classify as a single event 

model. Event model plays an major role as they’re highlighted for the users to see based on their 

interest.  

3.2 Proposed MFE Scheme  

Here we discuss on the concept of multi-feature keyword extraction scheme. We use two main 

concepts here that is the frequency and part of speech. TF is an acronym for term frequency, it 

describes the number of times and a particular term occurs in an article. It is generally believed 

that the higher the term frequency of a word, the more important the word is in the article.  In the 

search engine optimization, a larger number of duplicate words are packed in one article. In order 

to escape this type of scenario we have set Ctotal which has total number of words in the news set, 

and Li   = TF / Ctotal . When Li  > L, we regard it as this word is completely useless Information with 

low importance, here L is set to be 0.75 .  

Depending on the characteristics we have classified whether the words is usefull or not, this is 

shown below:  

  

 According to this classification, if TF / CTotal is leff than L then the word is complete 

important and it’s not classified as a duplicate word if the ratio is greater than L then the word 

doesn’t have any importance.  

 According to the characteristics of the Chinese language, the keywords are generally 

Nouns (n) and Verbs (v), and a few adjectives and adverbs are included. Prepositions and auxiliary 

words generally cannot express specific meaning. The Names (nr), Place Names (nt) and 

Institution Names (ns) are more likely to become keywords. Therefore, this paper uses part of 

speech (POS) to adjust the weights of keywords. These keywords make an important role for the 

MFE algorithm. we actually group these names into set which is a vector. 
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 Set A is a vector {𝑛𝑟,𝑛𝑡,𝑛𝑠,𝑣}, t is the keyword, 𝑃weight is the part of speech weight of 

words, 𝑝 is the part of speech of candidate keywords, T is the keyword set, and 𝑃 comprises the 

weight of the part of speech corresponding to the keywords. Adjustable variables a, b and c have 

general values 3, 2 and 1, respectively.  

When ∀𝑝 ∈ 𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝 = 𝑛𝑟,  

𝑃weight = 𝑇𝐹new ∗ 𝑎 ;  

when 𝑝 = (𝑛𝑠|𝑛𝑡),  

𝑃weight = 𝑇𝐹new ∗ 𝑏 or when 𝑝 ∈ 𝑛 ∩ 𝑝 ∉ 𝐴 𝑜𝑟 𝑝 = 𝑣 , 

𝑃 weight = 𝑇𝐹new ∗ 𝑐 , we add t to set T, and 𝑃 to set P. The final set T is the filtered keyword set, 

and P is the part of speech weight of corresponding words.  

 

Taking the consideration of a sample news report, keyword extraction is performed and 

the result will be the combination feature TFnew and POS (Part of Speech) is significantly better 

than the single TFnew  feature. Under the influence of multi-feature keyword extraction, many 

irrelevant words were successfully removed.  

TFnew and part of speech are two important features in evaluating the importance of keywords. 

According to the different degrees of importance of the two characteristics in the evaluation of 

keywords, we give the following formula :  

Wi = k1TFnew + K2Pweight 

In the above formula ki  is an adjustable parameter, generally 0, 1, 2 or 3. In the process of keyword 

extraction, TF features and part of speech features were integrated into the unified multi-feature 

fusion model to determine the weights of the keywords. Then the multiplying parameters a/b/c are 

used to emphasize the possibility of different words being the keyword according to part of speech, 

and the integration of Pweight and the TFnew is used to balance the relative importance between 

the two features of TFnew and POS, then keyword extraction for different types of text is achieved 

by adjustment of a/b/c and ki . 
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CHAPTER 4 

AI DRIVEN MFE SCHEME ANALYSIS 

 

Here in this chapter we try the artificial intelligence driven Big Data MFE (Multi-feature 

extraction scheme) is constructed. We normally have a various source of unstructured information 

like from various channels such as the internet, social media and mobile networks, this information 

is very critical. The algorithms for the MFE scheme are explained in detailed below:  

  

The above algorithm takes the input of texts in the form of set D and the output would be the 

features obtained from the set. The end condition of the algorithm is that no new features appear. 

In the specific application of MFE scheme, it can be summarized as the following fourn general 

procedural steps.  

Step 1: Data Collection  

In this data collection phase the primary focus was to gather information in support of our 

information security risk assessment. Without adequate data, there is very little value to the risk 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/information-security-risk
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assessment. The content of data collection covers all aspects of human activities such as scientific 

research, life, work and entertainment, and its forms include news, blog, BBS and microblog.   

Step 2 : Data  cleaning   

Data cleaning is the process of ensuring that your data is correct, consistent and useable, It removes 

major errors and inconsistencies that are inevitable when multiple sources of data are getting 

pulled into one dataset. Using tools to cleanup data will make everyone more efficient since they’ll 

be able to quickly get what they need from the data. Fewer errors means happier customers and 

fewer frustrated employees. The ability to map the different functions and what your data is 

intended to do and where it is coming from your data. 

In the HTML raw text crawled by the crawler, data cleaning is required to filter out the 

label text. There are a lot of unnecessary information in the web page, such as advertisements, 

navigation bars, html code, javascript code, comments, etc. Information that we are not interested 

in can be deleted. If the main body extraction is required, the text can be extracted by using tag 

usage, tag density determination, data mining idea, visual web page block analysis technology and 

other strategies. Text data (usually spoken text records) may contain human emoji, such as 

[laughing], [Crying], [Audience paused].  

These expressions are usually unrelated to what is being said and therefore need to be 

removed. This can be done with simple regular expressions. In addition, text data that people 

generate on social forums is essentially informal. Most tweets come with lots of sticky words like 

“RainyDay”, “PlaingInTheCold” and so on. These also can be split into normal forms with simple 

rules and regular expressions, and all punctuation should be treated as a priority. For example, 

periods, commas, question marks are important punctuation that should be retained, while others 

need to be removed. 

Step 3: Data Preparation        

Data preparation can be divided into three parts: word segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, and 

text vector calculation. The data interaction between each step process is conducted through some 

data record files, so as to avoid the memory overflow error caused by adding all process data into 

memory at one time, for Chinese text data, such as a Chinese sentence, the words are continuous, 
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and the minimum unit granularity of data analysis we want is words, so we need to work on word 

segmentation, so that we can prepare for the next step. The purpose of part-of-speech tagging is 

to allow the sentence to incorporate more useful language information into subsequent processing. 

Text vector calculation is prepared for the subsequent calculation of word weight and the screening 

of keywords.  

Step 4:  Algorithm usage  

In a single feature, the algorithm arranges texts in descending order according to the feature values, 

and prioritizes text with significant features. Texts with a large amount of reading, more 

comments, or faster commentary speeds can better represent the hot spots of public concern, that 

is, where social hot spots are. After all the features are traversed, the clustering results are 

evaluated according to the common evaluation indicators of text analysis, such as recall and 

precision, and the optimal results and their corresponding features can be obtained. 
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CHAPTER 5 

HOT EVENT DETECTION 

 

In this chapter there discussion on hot event detect algorithm, we use the keyword notation as the 

basis for this algorithm. With the help of the calculation of the similarity between the news reports 

and existing events, we can try to obtain the maximum value. If the max is larger than a given 

Similarity Threshold (ST), we assume that this news could be classified into the corresponding 

event. However, if it is not, we would create a new event based on this news in the range of the 

Proportion of Prepositive Clustering (POPC) or abandon it out of range. Afterwards, the weights 

of the keywords on the event must be handled carefully. Then, in descending order, according to 

the number of comments attached to the news, the algorithm could handle massive online news 

effectively 

5.1  Hot Event Detection algorithm  

The algorithm is shown below:  
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There are seven steps for the complete algorithm.  

Step 1: collecting  

Here we try to collect all the possible news reports by crawling the news portals with a Web 

crawler. A web crawler (also known as a web spider or web robot) is a program or automated 

script which browses the World Wide Web in a methodical, in an automated manner to find the 

news articles. This process is called Web crawling or spidering. Many legitimate news sites, in 

particular news finding engines, use spidering as a means of providing up-to-date latest news data. 

Web crawlers are sometimes used to create a copy of all the visited pages for later processing by 

a news search engine, that will index the downloaded pages to provide fast searches. crawlers can 

be used to gather specific types of information from Web pages, where in this case, we try to find 

the news.  In addition, extract keywords from every piece of news and simultaneously set the 

Number of Keywords (NOK). Then, news will be represented as a fixed length list of keywords 

from the content of the news itself.   

Step 2: Sorting  

Sort all news in descending order according to the number of comments attached to the news. We 

actually gather all the news reports and find its comments, posts views and taking all these 

parameters we try to order the news reports in the descending order.  

Step 3: Initializing  

Here we try to set the first piece of news with the most comments as the initial event and the news 

weights as that of the event, for the first initial step.  

Step 4: Fetching  

Here we fetch a news report from the news corpus in order and calculate the maximum similarity 

between the news and all the events based on the list of keywords. In this work, we compare the 

news obtained with the first event and obtain a similarity value. However, we are not sure whether 

it is the maximum or not, and we then calculate another similarity value between the news and the 

next event so that we can record the larger one and its corresponding event. With that 
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methodology, the maximum similarity can be calculated. This step carries out in every iteration to 

compare the similarity between the news reports and the events model. 

Step 5: comparison  

If the maximum similarity between the news report and events model, is larger than the given 

similarity threshold, we classify this news to the corresponding event and add the weights of same 

keywords representing news to the corresponding weights of the event. Then, divide all the 

keyword weights of the event by the number of news items belonging to this event, and the newly 

calculated event keywords are obtained. After that, if the weight of the news keywords is larger 

than that of the event, the algorithm will replace the smaller weight and its keyword with the larger 

pair. Besides, we assume that news with a larger number of comments is most likely to be an 

event. And In the initial cluster, the news with the most comments firstly constitute the initial 

event set, so for subsequent news, which keywords haven’t appeared in the key words of events, 

the algorithm will directly remove it. 

Step 6:  condition  

If the maximum similarity between the news report and event model, is not larger than the given 

similarity threshold, a new event for the news is created, and the keywords and weights of the 

news are regarded as the event’s, with the news report in the range of POPC. In addition, the news 

report will be abandoned if it is out of range of that value. 

Step 7: repetition  

Repeat the processing steps from step 4 to step 6 until all the news is handled.  

There are three impact factors in our algorithm that may influence the result of news clustering, 

including the number of keywords, the similarity threshold and the proportion of prepositive 

clustering. One of the key issues in this algorithm is the similarity calculation, which is based on 

keywords representing news. According to the formula calculating similarity, we assume that the 

increment or decrement to the number of keywords directly changes the result of the similarity 

calculation, thereby possibly impacting the maximum similarity. 
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In order to handle this, simple comparison of the max to the similarity threshold is 

performed to determine whether the news is classified to an existing event stored in the event 

library or not. It will be hard to classify the news to a certain event if the similarity threshold is 

too high. Thus, the similarity threshold will have a significant impact on the result of news 

clustering. 

Through the initial local clustering, the algorithm first automatically generates a hot event library 

in which the global number of hot events and their contents are determined by the proportion of 

prepositive clustering. If POPC has a higher proportion, more news will be clustered with more 

events extracted. In this paper, the proportion of prepositive clustering is also explored. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS 

 

In this chapter, there’s evaluation of our proposed approach to learn the event mining. We use 

certain tools like excel to plot figures and python platform to implement all algorithms. The 

compared approaches are respectively classical clustering algorithms and the multifeature model. 

 

6.1 Data Preparation 

Our huge set of data is built from the NetEase news portal, which contains 19681 news articles 

from July 1 through August 9 of 2017. Each piece of news is marked as on-event or off-event for 

every one of the events extracted artificially. We defined a piece of news as on-event if it is related 

to one of the standard events and off-event if it is not. Taken absolutely, an on-event news article 

belongs only to a certain event, not to two or more. The below table lists some statistics about all 

the standard events and shows the number of news belonging to each event. 

    Table – 6.1 Events Description  
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6.2 Evaluation Measures 
 

We have certain evaluation measures considering it’s relevance was used as the main option, the 

evaluation indices system for testing the efficiency of clustering news were established, and it’s 

four components were the generation rate, precision, recall and F1 – score.  

 

 In the table 6.1, the sum of all the events in the standard event set is 10, which is marked 

as a constant variable n. we try to let the set of n standard events En  be { E1, E2,, E3…. En } and the 

set of events detected automatically be Tr  = {T1,T2, T3…..Tr}, of which each T consists of keywords 

{T1……Tk} as well as each E = { e1….ek } and k is below limit ten. If there is an event Ei  that has a 

percentage of the same keywords between Ei and Tj  greater than a 30%, we define the generation 

rate could be expressed as follows:  

                     

where it reaches its best value at 1 and its worst value at 0. In this paper, we define precision and 

recall based on the standard events and clustering events detected by the method we propose. 

Precision  (also called positive predictive value) is the fraction of relevant instances among the 

retrieved instances. Precision is used with recall, the percent of all relevant news documents that 

is returned by the search. The two measures are sometimes used together in the F1 Score (or f-

measure) to provide a single measurement for a system. Precision takes all retrieved documents 

into account, but it can also be evaluated at a given cut-off rank, considering only the topmost 

results returned by the system. This measure is called precision at n, the formula for precision is 

given below:  

 

Recall (also known as sensitivity) is the fraction of the total amount of relevant instances that were 

actually retrieved. Both precision and recall are therefore based on an understanding and measure 

of relevance.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Positive_predictive_value
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recall_(information_retrieval)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F1_Score
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensitivity_and_specificity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relevance
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where if an event T exists in the set of events Tr and it makes Ei ∩ ( ∀ T ∈ Tr) take the maximum 

value, we regard it as Tk. Intuitively, precision is the ratio of events that are clustered.   

To combine the two indicators mentioned above, we take the F1-score into account. In the equation 

below, the precision and recall are weighted equally 

                                   

Thus, the closer the F1-score is to 1, the higher the clustering quality.  

 

6.3 Experimental Design  

 

There are two sets of experiments were performed in our proposed work. The first experiment 

investigated the measures for evaluating our approach with the aforementioned dataset. In this 

experiment, there were a total of 224 parallel tests, and among them, differentiators depended on 

three variable parameters, including the number of keywords, similarity threshold and proportion 

of prepositive clustering.  

 

We set the number of keywords representing a news article from 4 to 18 with the specific 

interval 2, the similarity threshold is ranging from  from 0.1 to 0.7 with the specific interval 0.1, 

and the proportions of prepositive clustering at 1%, 3% , 5% and 7%, yielding the 224(8*7*4) 

pairs of different combinations, For an example, in one test, we clustered the news based on the 

number of keywords as 6, a similarity threshold of 0.3 and the proportion of prepositive clustering 

at 1%. In the second experiment, we examined the performance of the classical clustering 

algorithms on the same set of data. 

 

In order to compare our method, we try to choose few clustering algorithms as the baseline. 

In k – means algorithm, news articles are places into k partitions, and the initialization methods 

Forgy and Random [22] partitions are used. the Forgy method randomly chooses k observations 
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from the corpus and uses these as the initial means, while the Random Partition method first 

randomly assigns a cluster to each observation and proceeds to the update step and computing the 

initial mean to be the centroid of the cluster’s randomly assigned points until it is improved. We 

chose initial centers in a way that gives a provable upper bound on the WCSS object, and the 

filtering algorithm used kd-trees to speed up each k-means step. Besides, mini batch k-means, 

dbscan clustering, birch clustering, spectral clustering, agglomerative clustering, mean shift 

clustering and affinity propagation clustering are also on the list.  

 

6.4 Experimental Results and Analysis  

As this can be seen from the below figures, the linear correlations of the data are similar in shape.  

The data using ten keyword representations appear balanced and a little superior to the data using 

other keyword representations. This phenomenon reflects the small amount of available 

information, which means that using ten keyword representations could lead to better clustering 

results. 

The below graph shows different representations of news in terms of generation 

rates, precision, recall and F1 – score. 

 

Figure 6.4.1  Representations of news in terms of generation rates, precision, recall 

and F1 – score 
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The below figures from 6.4.2 to 6.4.6 show the effectiveness of the approach proposed in this work 

with various parameters, comparing the generation rate, precision, recall and F1 -score. These 

below figures signify the line extending outwards, the better the clustering results. The graphs here 

have two preliminary conclusions. 

 The first conclusion is for the proportion of prepositive clustering, they have found 

that the highest percentage of 7% outperforms any other one. Furthermore, the combination 

of POPC 7% and ST 40% had greater influence on the experimental results.  

 

     Figure 6.4.2 Tradeoff between POPC and ST in terms of generation rates  

In the figure 6.4.2 this shows POPC and ST in terms of generation rates where number of keywords 

is ten. 

                       

Figure 6.4.3 Tradeoff between POPC and ST in terms of precision where NOK is ten 
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In the above figure we can see the tradeoff between POPC and ST in terms of precision values, 

where the number of keywords is ten.  

 

   Figure 6.4.4 Tradeoff between POPC and ST in terms of recall, where NOK is ten 

 

In the above figure 6.4.4 we try to compare the values between in POPC and ST in terms of recall, 

where NOK is ten.  

 

 

Figure 6.4.5 Tradeoff between POPC and ST in terms of F1 -score, where NOK is ten  

 

A certain set of event keywords extracted by the hot event detection algorithm are listed in the 
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below table and the listing order corresponds to the standard events. 

 

There could be any type of keywords extracted like sports, countries keywords, names, 

institute names, places, various important things. Some of the keywords of certain events are 

shown below for POPC is 7% and ST is 40%.  

Table 6.2 Events keywords 

 

 

In table 6.2 we gathered keywords from 10 events which contains the top keywords that identify 

the events. These gather the most important part of the article.  

In the table 6.3 we gather the experimental results for POPC  7% and NOK 10%.  
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                      Table 6.3 Experimental results for POPC 7% and NOK 10%  

                   

Here in the table 6.3 we have collected the values of precision and recall with similarity threshold 

for every 10% , the precision seems to be highest at similarity threshold at 50% and it differs for 

recall. 

The second conclusion is having the direction of the similarity threshold, an inverse 

relationship between he precision and recall is evidenced, where it is possible to increase one at 

the cost of reducing the other. the similarity threshold.. Usually, precision and recall are not 

dissected and discussed in isolation. Instead, the measure that is a combination of precision and 

recall is the F1-score (the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall), which is more useful 

for reference and often used in the field of information retrieval for query classification 

performance. We will further explore the approach to verify whether the performance improved 

from this approach by setting up other experiments for comparison. In this work, we regard the 

keyword vector extracted by the general feature of TF-IDF and MFE schema as the inputs for 

clustering algorithms baselines. The comparison results between the clustering algorithms and the 

multi-feature model are shown in below figure 6.4.6.  

Unfortunately, there are five algorithms (including birch clustering, spectral clustering, 

agglomerative clustering, mean shift clustering and affinity propagation clustering) failing to 

cluster with same hardware, and the reason for the failure is there is no enough memory. It means 

these algorithms are memory intensive compared to our approach.  
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       Figure 6.4.6 experimental results of various approaches 

There are significant differences in the above figure 6.4.6, seven groups of experiments, and our 

approach achieves the optimized result as well as the black part. The results demonstrate that our 

approach offers good performance and MFE schema is superior to TF-IDF as input. 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

In this Topic, we proposed a multi-feature keyword extraction method, based on which we 

designed an artificial intelligence driven big data MFE scheme and expanded an application 

example of this universal scheme. We have discussed the task of clustering algorithms with 

application to news overloading on the Internet. Through the experiments we designed, we 

conducted a detailed empirical study on the feasibility and validity of our approach. According to 

the analysis of the experimental results, we can obtain a better event generation rate, precision, 

recall and F1-score when using the specified POPC, ST and NOK, which provides an effective 

clustering method for detecting hot events from the massive amount of online news. Thus, for 

practical applications, the approach provides a reference value. However, this method also has the 

following shortcomings. The threshold set in this paper is a fixed value, while the news flow is 

dynamic data. If the threshold can be dynamically adjusted according to the event detection, the 

detection effect of the hot event can be improved. Moreover, the source of hot events is limited to 

news only. However, in daily life, many hot events may first appear in microblogging, forums and 

so on. If we want to provide users with more comprehensive social hot events, the source of 

information should not be confined to the news, but should be integrated with multiple data 

sources. We will solve these problems in future work and study the feasibility of applying this 

method to knowledge discovery. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

In this technical seminar, we have understood and learnt about Several safety regulations 

particularly in the charging electric vehicles (EVs) are developed to ensure the electric safety and 

prevent the hazardous accidents, in which safety requirements for electric vehicle supply 

equipment (EVSE) and the EV battery.Quantitative assessment of electrical safety considering 

the operation conditions of large-scale electric vehicle charging stations (EVCSs).Evaluate the 

electrical safety of the large scale EVCSs when coupled to renewable power generation. 

Fundamental electrical safety issues, and the protection against electric shock of persons 

interacting with electrical vehicles.  
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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY  

  

A biometric framework gives automatic recognition of an individual based on certain 

unique characteristics or feature possessed by them. Biometric frameworks have been 

developed based on fingerprints, facial elements, voice, hand geometry, handwriting, 

the retina, and the iris.  

  

The biometric framework works by:  Capturing a specimen of unique feature 

Transforming the specimen using couple of numerical models into biometric layout 

This biometric format will provide a standardized, efficient and profoundly 

segregating portrayal of feature d. Comparison with other layouts to determine 

identity  

  

A decent biometric is described by utilization of an element that is; thoroughly 

unique – so that the possibility of any two  

individual having a similar characteristic will be insignificant, immutable – so that 

the feature remains unfluctuating over the period of time, and be adequately 

obtained– so as to provide suitability to the user, and avert dispersion of the feature.   
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1.2. The Human Iris  

  

Iris is the pigmented region of the eye. It is a circular sinewy diaphragm separating the two regions of 

the eye. It extends from ciliary muscle across the eyeball in front of the lens. It has a small circular 

aperture in the middle through which the light enters the eye, which is called pupil. The iris controls 

the amount of light entering the eye by contracting or relaxing the eye muscle, and hence contracting 

or dilating the pupil.   

  

  

  

[Figure 1] Iris  

  

The particular pattern in the iris region is formed during the elementary term of life, and stromal  

pigmentation occurs in the following couple of years.The incidental process of formation of the unique 

patterns of the iris is not related to any genetic factors. The only characteristic that depends on ancestral 

genes is the pigmentation of the iris, giving eye  its color. As a result leading to an autonomously 

independent pattern of the two eyes of an individual. Furthermore, identical twins acquire non-

germane iris patterns   
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  1.3. Iris Detection  

  

The iris is a well-protected part of the eye, although it is externally visible whose unique self-

generated pattern remains stable throughout adult life. These key factors which make the Iris   

suitable as a biometric for identifying individuals.  

Image processing frameworks can be used unique feature and pattern extraction along with 

converting it into the biometric template from the digital image of the eye, which can be later 

stored in the database. This biometric template contains a physical-mathematical 

representation of the unique information stored in the iris and allows comparisons to be made 

between models.   

  

When a client prefers to be distinguished and identified by an iris recognition system:  

  

 The image of eye needs to be acquired and is photographed(Image acquisition),   

 A template is generated for eyes’ iris region for biometric identification.   

 This template is studied in regard with the other templates stored in a database for 

comparison until either a matching model is found or no match is detected.   

 If a match is recognized, the client is declared identified and acknowledged  

 If no match is recognized, the client remains unidentified and anonymous.   
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CHAPTER-2 

                                                         OBJECTIVE 

 The purpose of this project will be to implement an iris recognition and identification system 

which can authenticate the claimed performance of the methodology. The development tool 

used will be MATLAB®, and emphasis will be only on the software for exhibiting 

recognition, and not hardware for capturing an eye image. MATLAB® provides an excellent 

RAD(Rapid Application Development) environment, with its image processing toolbox, and 

high level computing techniques. Two sets of eye images from different databases are 

considered to confirm the certainity of system programming. The two data base being:  

  

 CASIA: a database of 756 greyscale eye images courtesy of The Chinese Academy of 

Sciences – Institute of Automation, and   

 LEI: a database of 120 digital greyscale images courtesy of the Lion’s Eye Institute.  
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CHAPTER-3 

 

IRIS RECOGNITION METHOD 

 

3.1. The Iris Recognition Process  

  

The IR recognition method is described in 4 steps:  

  

 Image Acquisition  Obtaining the eye image  

 Segmentation To locate the iris region in image  

 Normalization To achieve invariance to iris size, position and different degree of iris 

dilation for matching different iris patterns at later stage  

 Feature Encoding & Matching To extract as many discriminating features as possible from 

the iris and result in an iris signature, or template, containing these features 

 

 

3.2. Image Acquisition  

  

The image is acquired from an online database of eye images. Two public databases were 

chosen to perform tests upon:    

 the UBIRIS database and   

 the CASIA database  

  

The former was selected for utilizing standard equipment, and the latter was selected to 

provide for a comparison 
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3.3. Segmentation Technique  

  

The principal of the segmentation technique is to locate the iris region in the eye image. This 

involves locating the internal borderline between the pupil, the small aperture, and the iris 

region and the exterior borderline between the iris and the sclera, the white colored part of the 

eye. In most models, these boundaries, which might not be perfectly circular, are modeled as 

two un-concentric circles.  

  

Iris, the pigmented region of the eye, can be separated from the sclera, the white area of the 

eye, but is lighter than the pupil. Segmentation techniques are based on this assumption 

simplifying the process to a large extent. This variation in intensity is employed to threshold 

the iris image using upper and lower intensity limits. This thresholded image can be further 

studied by a circular edge detector determining the edges of sclera with iris and iris with a 

pupil. As a result, iris region is segmented from the rest of eye image. Although this approach 

simplifies  the edge detection step, but in the way introduces the problem of finding safe 

threshold levels. 
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3.4. Normalization  

  
After the segmentation technique is executed, normalization is performed in all studied iris 

recognition systems to obtain:   

  

 invariance to iris size,   

 position and   

 different degrees of pupil dilation  

  

 when matching different iris patterns at a later stage.  
  
3.5. Feature Extraction  

  
The encoding, or feature extraction, aims to segregate as many refined features as could be 

allowed from the iris template and results in an iris signature, or trademark indication, 

containing these segregated features. The principal aim of matching process between two 

templates is to enhance the contingency of ann accurate match for  
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CHAPTER-4 

 

                   IMPLEMENTAION AND PROCEDURE 

                          
  

The evaluation methods of images were performed and studied.  

  

For thresholding, the image is required to be converted to Grayscale.  

  

The image is then transferred to function called thresholding.  

  

Based colour difference of iris from sclera, iris can be segmented using the method based on 

thresholding.  

  

The small region of connected pixels are removed which are not necessary for operation.  

  

Some part of pixels might have been removed that has left a hole in the image, is 

compensated to avoid any holes in the image.   

  

This will return the thresholded image to the main program. For segmentation, connected 

component is calculated for the image. Providing thresholded image as input and using 8 

connectivity.    

  

This will create a structure called cc that will store 4 fields:  

  

 Connectivity: already mentioned it to be 8 for the 2D image as it provides more accurate 

output.  

 Image size: It is also fixed while normalizing and resizing to 512x512  

 NumObjects: Number of distinct objects or components found in the image.  

 PixelIdxList: It is a 1-by-NumObject cell array where the kth element in the cell array is a 

vector containing linear indices of the pixel in the kth object.  
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CHATER-5.   

                                 EVALUATION 

  
To scrutinize the performance of the iris recognition system, on the whole, tests were 

performed to locate the best detachment, so that the false match and false acknowledge rate 

is limited, and to affirm that iris recognition can perform precisely as a biometric for 

identification of individuals. And additionally affirming that the framework gives precise 

recognition, the analysis was also supervised. In order to verify the uniqueness of human iris 

patterns by deducing the number of connected components present in the iris template 

portrayal.  

  

There are a number of parameters in the iris recognition system, and optimum values for 

these parameters were required in order to provide the best recognition rate. These 

parameters include:  

  

1. Connected component: cc The 1-by-NumObect PixelIdxList containing linear indices of 

the pixel 2. Number of connected components: n 3. Properties of image: k (structure) 4. The 

mean value of all these data are compiled: eyedata  

  

  

  

[Figure 2 ] Data set  

  

All these data provide a means of studying the unique feature of the biometric template, here 

template being iris.  
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5.1. Comparison Study:  

  

The main aim of an iris recognition system is to have the capacity to accomplish a distinct 

segregation of intra-class and inter-class Hamming Distance distribution. With clear 

segregation, a partition Hamming distance value can be picked which enables a choice to be 

made while contrasting two templates. If the HD between two templates is not as much as 

the separation point, the templates were created from a similar iris and a match is found. 

Generally if the HD is more than the separation point the two templates are considered to 

have been produced from varying sources.  

  

Intra-Class and Inter-Class Hamming Distribution with overlap  

  

For the encoding procedure the yields of each filter ought to be autonomous, so that there 

are no connections in the encoded layout, or else the filters would be repetitive. For 

maximum independence, the band-widths of each filter must not cover in the recurrence 

space, and furthermore the centre frequencies must be spread out.  

  

One element, which will notably influence the identification rate is the radial and angular 

resolution practiced amid normalization, since this decides the measure of iris pattern 

information, which goes into encoding the iris layout. The ideal number of template shifts to 

represent rotational irregularities can be controlled by inspecting the mean and standard 

deviation of the intra-class distribution. Without template shifting the intra-class Hamming 

Distance distribution will be all the more arbitrarily distributed, since templates, which are 

not appropriately aligned, will deliver HD values proportionate to contrasting inter-class 

templates. As the quantity of shifts increases, the mean of the intra-class distribution will 

focalize to a constant value, since all rotational irregularities would have been represented 

for.  
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Mean of Intra-class Hamming Distance Distribution vs Number of Shifts  

  

  

  

[Figure 3] Mean vs NOS  

  

Mean of the intra-class Hamming distance distribution as a function of the number of shifts 

performed.  

Standard Deviation of Intra-class Hamming Distance Distribution vs Number of shifts  

  

  

  

[Figure 4] SD vs NOS  

  

Standard deviation of the intra-class Hamming distance distribution as a function of the 

number of shifts performed.  
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5.2. Encountered Issue Depiction  
  

Limitation of  imaging the iris is due to the anatomical features of the eye in addition to the 

noise introduced in the imaging environmental condition. Eyelids together with eyelashes 

usually congest ad hinder a significant portion of the iris, and this issue must be recognized 

and tackled in every sturdy iris recognition method. Also, when capturing the picture of eyes 

under less than perfect conditions, the resolution of the image might be inadequate, and 

artifacts are unavoidably introduced into the image as noise and blurring due to poor focus.  

  

 Occlusion And Hinderance  

  

The eyelids cover the eye to limit light from going into the eye when required. This is an 

issue for IR when imaging the eye with visible light, as in the state is while employing 

standard cameras. The issue can be unraveled by illuminating the eye with light outside the 

visible range of the spectrum.  

  

Eyelid clogging causes two issues:   

  

 In finding the eye in the image as eyelashes disrupt the circular configuration of the iris 

region in the image, and   

 The eyelid can bring about a substantial portion of the iris pattern to be covered during 

the template extraction process and hence render it invalid.   

  

 

 Like the eyelids, eyelashes cause issues in both localization and in the template 

extraction, although to a lesser degree. Eyelashes are, in contrast with the eyelids, 

considerably harder to recognize because of their unstructured nature.  

  

 
 Noise And Disturbances   

  

Iris imaging is a type of assessment, and all the analysis are subjected to faults which can be 

modeled and handled as disturbances. The noise produced by the imaging sensors and the 

surrounding electronics is often treated and as white and additive.  

  

 Reflection  

  

The cornea is the outermost transparent portion. This transparent layer protects the eye and 

admits and helps to focus light waves as they enter the eye. It reflects much of the light is 

causing a considerable amount of specular reflection. Light sources and surrounding light 

areas projects on the transparent surface of the eye. These reflections results in in 

complication in the IR process, clogging the iris pattern and making the location of the eye 

difficult to estimate as these reflections disfigure the actual structure of the eye.  

  

 Data Loss While Compression  

  

When saving the image data to a file, lossy compression is often used. This introduces 

information loss and can result in artifacts as visible image blocks and a loss of high-

frequency information in the iris pattern.  
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CHAPTER-6 

                                               REVIEW WORKS 
 

 

Review Works Biometrics studies face, iris, fingerprints, voice, palms, hand geometry, 

retina, handwriting, gait etc. .  

Recognition algorithms requires preprocessing of input image to get better quality of data by 

tracking various feature points of iris.  

Biometric systems captures the feature taking a digital image for iris recognition.  

A biometric is characterized by use of a feature that is decidedly unique – so that the chance 

of any two human having the same features will be minimal .  

Person identification based on iris recognition gives one of the most reliable results . 

 Iris texture features provides a unique high dimensional information that explains why iris 

recognition based verification has the lowest false acceptance rate among all types of 

biometric verification systems 
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CHAPTER-7 

                           RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

  
7.1. Summary Of Result  

  
By using the test results, it can be concluded that an IR system can be constructed using 

standard equipment, and the performance of such a system would depend on the nature of 

the images acquired. Regarding the image quality, the light level turned out to be the most 

important image quality factor followed by focus, reflections, disturbances and level of 

occlusion and hindrance.  

 

 

  

7.2 Future Work  

  
The RAD environment used here can be combined with GUI that is again connected to a 

database.  

  

The GUI will perform the operation like displaying images and messages accordingly when 

it is compared to the database. If the image is to identified, the GUI will provide a platform 

to compare to already stored data in the database. And if it is to be stored, then transfers the 

data to the database.  

  

The suitable database being MySQL and environment being MATLAB for performing the 

image processing techniques.  
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CHAPTER-9  

                            CONCLUSIONS 

 
Iris scanning is a relatively new technology and is incompatible with the very 

substantial investment that the law enforcement and immigration authorities of 

some countries have already made into fingerprint recognition. In this paper 

we highlighted the detection of iris using biotechnology technique. 
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DEPARTMENT VISION 

Be a premier department in the field of Electrical and Electronics Engineering for ever changing 
sustainable needs of the Society. 

DEPARTMENT MISSION 

To provide the State-of-the-Art Infrastructure facilities. 

To train in modern tools and techniques in Emerging Technologies. 

To acquire Leadership skills, Professional skills and Ethical values. 

To establish Industry Institute Interaction and make students ready for the Industrial environment. 

To promote co-curricular and extracurricular activities to enhance the overall growth. 

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEO) 

PEO1 Apply their knowledge and skills of Electrical and Electronics Engineering to solve complex problems 

in Industry / Government Organization and to pursue higher education & research 
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AMC ENGINEERING COLLEGE 

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS  

 

 

PEO2 Work as effective individual or in team with professionalism, ethical values and social responsibilities 

to manage multi-disciplinary projects. 
PEO3 Update their knowledge continuously through lifelong learning to excel in their career  

PROGRAM OUTCOMES (PO) 

PO1 Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 
fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 
PO2 Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 
PO3 Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and 

design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 
consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations. 
PO4 Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis 
of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

PO5 Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities 
with an understanding of the limitations. 

PO6 The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant 

to the professional engineering practice. 
PO7 Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need 

for sustainable development. 
PO8 Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice. 
PO9 Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader 

in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 
PO10 Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and 

write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and 

receive clear instructions. 
PO11 Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and 

leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 
PO12 Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage 

in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 
PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSO) 

PSO1 The graduate will be able to apply the knowledge acquired from strong fundamentals of Mathematics, 

Science and Engineering Subjects to identify, formulate, design and investigate complex Engineering 

Problems of Electrical and Electronics to pursue a successful career/higher studies. 
PSO2 Be a professional to apply appropriate techniques and Modern Engineering Software tools to design 

and develop Electrical Systems, also engage in lifelong learning and successfully acquire leadership 

qualities, communication skills, ethical attitude, achieve competence to excel individually, work 

efficiently in a team and become an entrepreneur. 
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COURSE OUTCOMES (CO)- PEO/PO/PSO Mapping 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Strength of CO Mapping to PEO/PO/PSOs with Justification: 

 

3 – strong; 2 – medium; 1 – weak  
 

 

CO.No. OUTCOMES 
Bloom’s Cognitive 

Level 
PO PSO 

CO1 Able to generate ,develop idea and 

information to carry out project 
work 

Analyze 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,12 1,2 

CO2 Able to  Identify a real-life problems Analyze      1,2,3,4,5,6,7,12 1,2 

CO3 Able to adapt skills to communicate 
effectively 

Apply 
 8,9,10 

 

CO4 Able to adapt collaborative skills to 

work in team 
Apply 

 8,9 
1,2 

CO5 Able to  Analyze and  Implement a 

tangible solution using available 

resources 
Evaluate/Create 

 1,2,3,4 

1,2 

 PO1  PO2  PO3  PO4  PO5  PO6  PO7  PO8  PO9  PO10  PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

CO1 3 3 3 1 2 1 1         1 3 3 

CO2 3 3 3 2 2 1 1         1 3 3 

CO3               1 3 1         

CO4               1 3       1 1 

CO5 3 3 3 1                 3 3 
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CO-

PEO/PO/PSO 

Justification 

CO1->PO1(3) 
Apply the knowledge engineering fundamentals, to generate ,develop idea and 

information to carry out project work . Hence a strong mapping 

CO1->PO2(3) 
Analyze the complex problem in developing idea and information to carry out 

project work. Hence a strong mapping. 

CO1->PO3(3) 
 

Able to, develop idea and information to carry out project work . Hence a strong 

mapping.  Hence a strong mapping. 

CO1->PO4(1) 
Able to use research-based knowledge and research methods including design of 
experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information to 

provide valid conclusions. Hence weak mapping. 

CO1-> PO5(2) 

Able to apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern engineering and IT 
tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities, to 

generate ,develop idea and information to carry out project work  Hence a moderate 

mapping. 

 
CO1-> PO6(1) 

Able to apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess societal, 
health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant 

to the professional engineering practice. Hence a weak mapping. 

 
CO1-> PO7(1) 

Able to  Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in societal 

and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for 

sustainable development..  Hence a weak mapping 

 
CO1-> PO12(1) 

Able to engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of 

technological change..  Hence aweak mapping. 

 
CO2-> PO1(3) 

Able to Apply the knowledge engineering fundamentals to  Identify a real-life 
problems , Hence a strong mapping 

 
CO2-> PO2(3) 

Able to Identify a real-life problems, Hence a strong mapping .   

 
CO2-> PO3(3) 

Able to design solution for real life technical problems.. Hence a strong mapping. 

 
CO2-> PO4(2) 

Able to use research based Knowledge to Identify a real-life problems.  Hence 

moderate mapping. 

 
CO2-> PO5(2) 

Able to Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools. to Identify a real-life problems.  Hence moderate mapping. 

 
CO2-> PO6(1) 

Able to Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess societal, 

health, safety, legal and cultural issues  to Identify a real-life problems Hence a weak  

mapping 

 
CO2-> PO7(1) 

Able to understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in societal 
and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for 

sustainable development. Hence weak mapping 

 
CO2-> PO12(1) 

Able to engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of 

technological change.  Hence a weak mapping 

 

 
CO3-> PO8(1) 

Able to apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and 

responsibilities and norms of the engineering practice to adapt skills to communicate 

effectively .  Hence a weak mapping. 

 
CO3-> PO9(3) 

Able to Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in diverse 
teams, and in multidisciplinary. Hence a strong mapping 

 

 
CO3-> PO10(1) 

Able to  Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend 
and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, 

and give and receive clear instructions. Hence a weak mapping. 

 
CO4-> PO8(1) 

Able to adapt collaborative skills to work in team. Hence a weak mapping. 

 Apply to  Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in diverse 
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1.  

CO4-> PO9(3) teams, and in multidisciplinary settings .  Hence a strong mapping 
  CO5-> PO1(3) Able to implement a tangible solution using the knowledge of mathematics, science, 

engineering fundamentals.   Hence a strong mapping. 

 
CO5-> PO2(3) 

Able to Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 
mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.  Hence a strong mapping. 

 
CO5-> PO3(3) 

Able to Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design system 

components or processes that meet the specified needs. Hence a strong mapping. 
CO5-> PO4(1) Able to use research-based knowledge and research methods to implement a tangible 

solution using available resources.  Hence a weak mapping. 
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INTRODUCTION

Earthquakes around the world are single-handedly responsible for the

destruction to life and property in large numbers.

An earthquake is the result of a sudden release of energy in the earth’s crust that

creates seismic waves. The seismic activity of an area refers to the frequency,

type and size of earthquakes experienced over a period.

In order to mitigate such hazards, it is important to incorporate norms that will

enhance the seismic performance of structures.

Seismic Retrofitting is a collection of mitigation technique for

Earthquake engineering. Seismic Retrofitting Techniques are

required for concrete constructions which are vulnerable to

damage and failures by seismic forces.
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SEISMIC RETROFITTING

u Seismic, by the word itself means something related to earthquake or

vibrations of the earth and its crust. It happens due to some disturbances

below the earth’s crust which cannot be seen.

u Seismic retrofitting is the modification of existing structures to make

them more resistant to seismic activity, ground motion, or soil failure due

to earthquakes.

u Seismic retrofitting of vulnerable structures is critical to reducing risk. It

is important for protecting the lives and assets of building occupants and

the continuity of their work.

u If people live or work in retrofitted structures, they are less likely to be

injured during an earthquake.

Figure: SEISMIC RETROFITTING
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AIMS and OBJECTIVES

u PUBLIC SAFETY: The goal is to protect human life, ensuring that the

structure will not collapse upon its occupants or passer-by.

u STRUCTURE SURVIVABILITY: The goal is that the structure, while

remaining safe may require extensive repair but not replacement.

u STRUCTURE FUNCTIONALITY: Primary structure undamaged and

the structure is undiminished in utility for its primary application.

u STRUCTURE UNAFFECTED: A high level of retrofit is preferred for

historic structures of cultural significance

NECESSITY FOR SEISMIC RETROFITTING IN EXISTING

BUILDINGS

The need for seismic retrofitting in existing buildings can arise due to the

following reasons:

u Buildings not designed according to the codes of practice.

u Deterioration of strength of the buildings.

u Not considering the safety of buildings while construction.
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RAPID VISUAL SCREENING (RVS)

RAPID VISUAL SCREENING (RVS) is an important step to be taken prior to

retrofitting. RVS is a method to estimate the seismic vulnerability. It is designed

to be implemented without performing any structural calculations.

The procedure utilises a damageability grading system that requires the

evaluator to perform the following:

u Identify the primary structural lateral load-resisting system,

u Identify building attributes that modify the seismic performance

expected for this lateral load-resisting system along with non-

structural components.

The inspection, data collection and decision-making process typically occurs at

the building site and is expected to take couple of hours for a building,

depending on its size.
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SEISMIC RETROFITTING TECHNIQUES

Common seismic retrofitting techniques are as follows:

u Base Isolators

u Supplementary dampers

u Tuned mass dampers

u Slosh tank

u Active control system

BASE ISOLATORS

Base Isolation is a technique developed to prevent or minimize damage to

buildings during an earthquake. Placing flexible isolation systems between the

foundation and the superstructure.

u It has been used in New Zealand, India, Japan, Italy and the USA.

u When a building is built-away (isolated) from the ground, resting

on flexible bearings or pads known as base isolators, it will move

little or not at all during an earthquake.

Base Isolators are constructed using the following basic components which are

generally placed in layers:

u Rubber: It provides flexibility at the end of an earthquake; the

rubber bearings will slowly bring the building back to its original

position which takes months to happen.

u Lead plug: it has the plastic property during an earthquake, the

kinetic energy of the earthquake is absorbed into heat energy as the

lead is deformed.
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u Steel: If layers of steel are used with rubber, the bearings can move

in the horizontal direction but is stiff in the vertical direction.

Figure: BASE ISOLATORS
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SUPPLEMENTARY DAMPERS

u A Supplementary Damping System (SDS) is the most efficient and cost-

effective way to achieve energy dissipation system that is incorporated into

the design of a structure to absorb vibration energy, thereby reducing

motion.

u This would inadvertently mean decreasing the energy dissipation demand on

the structural components i.e. beams/columns/slabs thereby increasing the

survivability of the building structure.

u Dampers are mechanical devices that look somewhat like huge shock

absorbers and their function is to absorb and dissipate the energy supplied by

the ground movement during earthquake.

u The energy absorbed by the dampers gets converted into heat which is then

dissipated harmlessly into atmosphere.

u Dampers thus work to absorb earthquake shocks ensuring that the structural

members (beams and columns) remain unharmed.
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Figure: Supplementary Dampers
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TUNED MASS DAMPERS

u A tuned mass damper, also known as a harmonic absorber, is a device
mounted in structures to reduce the amplitude of mechanical vibrations.

u Tuned mass dampers stabilize against violent motion caused by harmonic
vibration.

u Their application can prevent discomfort, damage or outright structural
failure.

u They are frequently used in power transmission, automobiles and buildings.
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Figure: Tuned Mass Damper
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SLOSH TANK

u In fluid dynamics, slosh refers to the movement of liquid inside another
object undergoing motion. Nowadays, one of the biggest challenges that
engineering faces is to reduce structure motion due to external loadings
especially in high rise buildings.

u Slosh tank is one of the inventions that can be installed in different
locations and levels into a structure, in order to increase dampening
(energy absorbing mechanism) and decrease vibrations.

u It can either be installed on the top floor of a structure or in some certain
floors or even at each floor of a building.

Figure: Slosh Tank
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ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM

u The use of active control systems and some combinations of active and
passive systems, so called hybrid systems, as a means of structural
protection against seismic loads has received considerable attention in
recent years.

u Active/hybrid control systems are force delivery devices integrated with
real-time processing evaluators/controllers and sensors within the
structure.

u An active structural control system consists of the following :
u Sensor located about the structure to measure either external

excitations, or structural response variables, or both.
u Devices to process the measured information and to compute

necessary control force needed based on a given control
algorithm.

Actuators, usually powered by external sources, to produce the required forces

Figure: Schematic representation of Active Control Systems
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES

u Building can remain serviceable throughout construction

u They do not depend on an external power source for their operation

u They can also be introduced in upgrading structures

u They require low maintenance

u Their properties can be adjusted in the field

DISADVANTAGES

u Challenging to implement in an efficient manner

u Not suitable for buildings rested on soft soil

u It will be expensive

u A large mass or a large space is needed for their installation

u Inefficient for high rise buildings
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IS CODES FOR SEISMIC DESIGN (REFERENCE)

LIST OF IS (INDIAN STANDARDS) CODES REQUIRED FOR SEISMIC
DESIGN ARE AS FOLLOWS:

u IS 4326:1993 - Earthquake resistant design

u IS 13827:1993 - Earthquake resistance of earthen buildings

u IS 13828:1993 - Earthquake resistance of low strength masonry buildings

u IS 13920:1993 - Ductile detailing of reinforced concrete structures

u IS 13935 - Seismic strengthening of buildings

u IS 1893 - Earthquake resistant design of structures
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ABSTRACT

Thelatesttrendofnewgenerationbikesandcarsistousenewtechnology

andhighspeed.Ithasbecomeafashionforthepeopleespeciallylivinginurban

areastoridesuchvehicles.Now thecompaniesevenwanttolaunchsuch

vehicles thatattractthe youngergeneration.This can be achieved by

technologyknownasDTS-i(digitaltwinsparkignition)system whichcombines

strongperformanceandfuelefficiency.Theimprovedengineefficiencymodes

have also resulted in lowerfuelconsumption.DTS-isystems meetthe

GovernmentofIndia’semissionnormsfor2005right.Sparkignitionisoneof

themostvitalsystemsofapetrolengine.Anyvariationinthesparktimingand

numberofsparksperminuteaffectstheengineperformanceseverely.Thus,a

gooddesignandcontrolofthesystem parametersbecomesmostessentialfor

optimum performanceofanengine.DuetoDigitalTwinSparkIgnitionSystem it

ispossibletocombinestrongperformanceandhigherfuelefficiency.DTS-i

offersmanyadvantagesoverconventionalmechanicalsparkignitionsystem.
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1.INTRODUCTION

RapidcombustionisthebasicrequirementforknockfreeoperationofanS.I

engine.Theimportantattributesofrapid combustionareimproved tradeoff

betweenefficiencyandNOXemissions,greatertolerancetowardsEGR(exhaust

gasrecirculation)orexcessair,whichcanimprovevehicledrivabilityandgreater

knockresistance,therebyallowingfueleconomywithhighercompressionratios.

Multiple ignition system is one ofthe techniques to achieve rapid

combustion.Multiple spark plug engines often use the initiation offlame

propagation attwo ormore numberofpointsin the combustion chamber

dependingonthenumberofsparkplugsemployed.Iftwoplugsareemployed

theflamefronttravelsfrom twopointsinthecylinderandtheeffectivedistance

tobetravelledbyeachflameisreduced.Theconceptofdualplugsparkignition

isunderconsiderationformorethanthreedecades.Severalexperimentalstudies

weremadeintheareaofdualignitionenginesregardingoptimizationofspark

pluglocationandtoprovetheirefficientoperationatpartloads,extendedEGR

tolerance,extendedleanmisfirelimitandrelativelycleanburningcomparedwith

singlesparkignitionsystems.
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2.DIGITALTWINSPARKIGNITIONSYSTEM

DTS-istandsforDigitalTwinSparkIgnition.Bajajdevelopedafewyears

agoandhasincorporatedinmanyofitscurrentengines,takescareoftheslow

rateofcombustioninasimplebutnovelway.Thecylinderheadisequippedwith

twosparkplugs,insteadoftheusualone.Bygeneratingtwosparksateither

endsofthecombustionchamber,(approximately90°tothevalveaxis)theair-

fuelmixturegetsignitedinawaythatcreatestwoflamefrontsand,therefore,a

reductioninflametraveloftheorderof40percentisachieved.Afastrateof

combustionisachievedleadingtofasterriseinpressure.Theobviousoutcome

ofthisismoretorque,betterfuelefficiencyandloweremissions.

WhatdoestheDigital,Twin,SparkIgnitionmeans?

Digital-Sincethesparkgenerationwillbeinitiatedbyamicrochip.

Twin-Sincetwosparkplugswillbeused.

Spark-ignition-Sincetheignitionwillbedoneviaaspark.
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3.MAINCHARACTERISTICS

• Digitalelectronicignitionwithtwoplugspercylinderandtwoignition
distributors.

• IgnitionwithaDigitalC.D.I.

• Injectionfuelfeedwithintegratedelectronictwinsparkignition.
• Ahighspecificpower.
• CompactdesignandSuperiorbalance.
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4.HISTORY

DTS-istandsforDigitalTwinSparkIgnition,aBajajAutotrademark.Bajaj

AutoholdsanIndianpatentfortheDTS-itechnology.TheAlfaRomeoTwin-Spark

engines,theBMW F650FundurowhichwassoldinIndiafrom 1995to1997also

hadatwinsparkplugtechnology,andtheRotaxmotorcycleengines,more

recentlyHonda'siDSIVehicleenginesuseasimilararrangementoftwospark-

plugs.Howeververyfewsmallcapacityenginesdideventuallyimplementsucha

schemeintheirproductionprototypes.

DIFFERENCEBETWEENSINGLESPARKPLUGANDTWINSPARKPLUG
CHARACTERISTICS SINGLESPARKPLUG TWINSPARKPLUG

(HeroHondaCBZ) (Pulsar180cc)

1. Power 12.08PSat8000rpm 16PSat8000rpm
2. Torque 12.03Nm at6500rpm 14.72Nm at6500rpm

3. Speed 100kmph 118kmph
4. Mileage 50-55kmpl 50-55kmpl

5. FuelControlSystem Transientpowerfuelcontrol ElectronicControl
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5.CONSTRUCTIONOFDTS-IENGINE

DigitalsparktechnologyiscurrentlyusedinBajajmotorcyclesinIndia,because

theyhavethepatentright.Digitaltwinsparkignitiontechnologypoweredengine

hastwosparkplugs.Itislocatedatoppositesidesofcombustionchamber.This

DTS-Itechnologywillhavegreatercombustionratebecauseoftwinsparkplug

locatedaroundit.Theenginecombustfuelatdoubleratethannormal.This

enhances both engine life and fuelefficiency.Itis mapped bythe digital

electroniccontrolboxwhichalsohandlesfuelignitionandvalvetiming.

Microprocessorscontinuouslysensesspeedandloadoftheengineandrespond

byalteringtheignitiontimingtherebyoptimizingpowerandfueleconomy.

ThemaincomponentsofDTS-iengine

5.1:-Cylinder

5.2:-CrankShaft

5.3:-Connectingrod

5.4:-Flywheel

5.5:-Carburetor

5.6:-2-sparkplug

5.7:-2-ports&2-Valves
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5.1Cylinder:-

Acylinderisthecentralworkingpartofareciprocatingengine,thespace

inwhichapistontravel. Whichistypicallycastfrom aluminum orcast-iron

beforereceivingprecisionmachinework.Cylindersmaybesleeved(linedwith

ahardermetal)orsleeveless(withawear-resistantcoatingsuchasNikasil).

Apistonisseatedinsideeachcylinderbyseveralmetalpistonringsfitted

around its outside surface in machined grooves; typically,two for

compressionalsealingandonetosealtheoil.Theringsmakenearcontact

with the cylinderwalls(sleeved orsleeveless),riding on a thin layerof

lubricatingoil;essentialtokeeptheenginefrom seizingandnecessitatinga

cylinder wall's durablesurface.

Cylinderblockthisisacaststructurewith

cylindrical holes bored to guide and

supportthe pistonsand to harnessthe

working gases.Cylinderhead iscasting

encloses the combustion end of the

cylinderblockandhousesboththeinlet

andexhaustpoppetvalvesandtheirports

to admitair–fuelmixtureandtoexhaustthe

combustionproducts.
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5.2Crankshaft:-

The crankshaft,sometimes abbreviated to crank,is responsible for

conversion between reciprocating motion and rotationalmotion.In a

reciprocating engine,ittranslates reciprocating linearpiston motion into

rotationalmotion.Inordertodotheconversionbetweentwomotions,the

crankshafthas"crankthrows"or"crankpins",additionalbearing surfaces

whoseaxisisoffsetfrom thatofthecrank,towhichthe"bigends"ofthe

connectingrodsfrom cylinderattach.

Itistypicallyconnectedtoaflywheeltoreducethepulsationcharacteristicsof

thefour–strokecycle,andsometimesthetorsionalorvibrationaldamperatthe

oppositeend, to reduce the

torsional vibrations often

Caused alongthelength

of the crankshaft by

the cylinder farthest from

the output end acting on

thetorsional elasticityofthe

metal.
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5.3ConnectingRod:-

Inareciprocatingpistonengine,theconnectingrodconnectsthepiston

to the crank orcrankshaft.Togetherwith the crank,they form a simple

mechanism thatconvertsreciprocatingmotionintorotatingmotion.

Asaconnectingrodisrigid,itmaytransmiteitherapushorapullandso

therodmayrotatethecrankthroughbothhalvesofarevolution,i.e.piston

pushingandpistonpulling.Earliermechanisms,suchaschains,couldonly

pull.Inafew two-stroke

engines,the connecting

rod is only required to

push.
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Inmodernautomotiveinternalcombustionengines,theconnectingrodsare

mostusuallymadeofsteelforproductionengines,butcanbemadeofT6-2024

andT651-7075aluminum alloys(forlightnessandtheabilitytoabsorbhigh

impactattheexpenseofdurability)ortitanium (foracombinationoflightness

withstrength,athighercost)forhighperformanceengines,orofcastironfor

applicationssuchasmotorscooters.Theyarenotrigidlyfixedateitherend,so

thattheanglebetweentheconnectingrodandthepistoncanchangeastherod

moves up and down and rotates around the crankshaft.Connecting rods,

especiallyinracingengines,maybecalled"billet"rods,iftheyaremachinedout

ofasolidbilletofmetal,ratherthanbeingcastorforged.

5.4Flywheel:-

Aflywheelisarotatingmechanicaldevicethatisusedtostorerotationalenergy.

Flywheelsareoftenusedtoprovidecontinuousenergyinsystemswherethe

energysourceisnotcontinuous.Insuchcases,theflywheelstoresenergywhen

torqueisappliedbytheenergysource,anditreleasesstoredenergywhenthe

energysourceisnotapplyingtorquetoit.Aflywheelisusedtomaintainconstant

angularvelocityofthecrankshaftinareciprocatingengine.

Theamountofenergystoredinaflywheelisproportionaltothesquareofits
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rotationalspeed.Energyistransferredtoaflywheelbyapplyingtorquetoit,

therebyincreasingitsrotationalspeed,andhenceitsstoredenergy.Conversely,a

flywheelreleasesstoredenergybyapplyingtorquetoamechanicalload,thereby

decreasingitsrotationalspeed.

Flywheelsaretypicallymadeofsteelandrotateonconventionalbearings;these

aregenerallylimitedtoarevolutionrateofafew thousandrpm.Somemodern

flywheelsaremadeofcarbonfibermaterialsandemploymagneticbearings,

enablingthem torevolveatspeedsupto60,000rpm.

5.5Carburetor:-

Sparkignitionenginesnormallyusevolatileliquidfuels.Preparationoffuel-

air mixture is done outside the engine cylinder and formation of a

homogeneousmixtureisnormallynotcompletedintheinletmanifold.Fuel

dropletswhichremaininsuspensioncontinuetoevaporateandmixwithair

evenduringsuctionandcompressionprocesses.Theprocessofmixture

preparationisextremelyimportantforsparkignitionengines.Thepurposeof
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carburetionistoprovideacombustiblemixtureoffuelandairintherequired

quantityandqualityforefficientoperationoftheenginesunderallconditions.

Theprocessofinformationofacombustiblefuel-airmixturebymixing

theproperamountoffuelwithairbeforeadmissiontoenginecylinderis

calledcarburetionandthedevicewhichdoesthisjobiscalledacarburetor.

Undernormalconditionsitisdesirabletoruntheengineonthemaximum

economymixture,viz.,around16:1airfuelratio.Forquickaccelerationand

formaximum power,richmixture,viz.,12:1air-fuelratioisrequired

5.6-2-SparkPlugs:-

Asparkplugisadevicefordeliveringelectriccurrentfrom anignitionsystem

tothecombustionchamberofaspark-ignitionenginetoignitethecompressed

fuel/airmixturebyanelectricspark,whilecontainingcombustionpressurewithin

theengine.

Heretheonlychangemadeisthatthe2-sparkplugplacedatthetwo-opposite
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end ofthecombustion chamberat90 degreeto each other.Thedistance

betweenthesparkplugsdependuponthedisplacementoftheengine.Dual

sparkplug is used from 135cc engines,up to high displacementengines.

Becausetheignitionrateisdouble;thepowerisgeneratedproductandgases

expandsmorefasterwhichinturnspushthepistonmorepowerfullyandweget

betterpickupandbecauseapproximatelyallthefuelbeingignitedatonceweget

betterfuelefficiencyaswell.

5.7–2-Valves:-

Apoppetvalveisavalvetypicallyusedtocontrolthetimingandquantityof

gasorvaporflowintoanengine.Itconsistsofahole,usuallyroundoroval,anda

taperedplug,usuallyadiskshapeontheendofashaftalsocalledavalvestem.
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Theportionoftheholewheretheplugmeetswithitisreferredasthe'seat'or

'valveseat'.Theshaftguidestheplugportionbyslidingthroughavalveguide.In

exhaustapplicationsapressuredifferentialhelpstosealthevalveandinintake

valvesapressuredifferentialhelpsopenit.

6.IGNITIONWITHADIGITALC.D.I.

ADigitalCDIwithan8bitmicroprocessorchiphandlesthespark

delivery.Theprogrammedchip’smemorycontainsanoptimum Ignition
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timingforanygivenenginerpm,therebyobtainingthebestperformance

characteristicsfrom thecombustionchamber.Workingtogetherwiththe

TRICSIIIsystem,itdelivers Optimum Ignition Timing forvarying load

conditions.

6.1INTELLIGENTC.D.I:-

Capacitordischarge ignition (CDI)orthyristorignition is a type of

automotiveelectronicignitionsystem whichiswidelyusedinoutboard

motors,motorcycles,lawnmowers,chainsaws,smallengines,turbine-

poweredaircraft,andsomecars.Itwasoriginallydevelopedtoovercome

thelongchargingtimesassociatedwithhighinductancecoilsusedin

inductivedischargeignition (IDI)systems,making theignition system

moresuitableforhighenginespeeds(forsmallengines,racingengines

and rotary engines).The capacitive-discharge ignition uses capacitor

dischargecurrentoutputtofirethesparkplugs.

Mostignitionsystemsusedincarsareinductivedischargeignition(IDI)

systems,whicharesolelyrelyingontheelectricinductanceatthecoilto

producehighvoltageelectricitytothesparkplugsasthemagneticfield

collapseswhenthecurrenttotheprimarycoilwindingisdisconnected

(disruptivedischarge).InaCDIsystem,achargingcircuitchargesahigh

voltagecapacitor,andattheinstantofignitionthesystem stopscharging

thecapacitor,allowingthecapacitortodischargeitsoutputtotheignition

coilbeforereachingthesparkplug.

AtypicalCDImoduleconsistsofasmalltransformer,achargingcircuit,a

triggeringcircuitandamaincapacitor.First,thesystem voltageisraised

upto250to600voltsbyapowersupplyinsidetheCDImodule.Then,the

electriccurrentflowstothechargingcircuitandchargesthecapacitor.The

rectifierinsidethechargingcircuitpreventscapacitordischargebeforethe

momentofignition.Whenthetriggeringcircuitreceivestriggeringsignals,

thetriggeringcircuitstopstheoperationofthechargingcircuit,allowing
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thecapacitortodischargeitsoutputrapidlytothelowinductanceignition

coil.

CapacitiveDischargeIgnition:FunctionalDiagram

6.2TRICSIII:-

ThrottleResponseIgnitionControlSystem IIIGeneration.Itisameansof

controllingtheignitionbyoperatingthethrottle.Dependingontheneeds

oftheriderwhetheritbecruising,accelerationormaxspeed,theignition

requirementsconstantlychange.Basedonaparticularamountofthrottle

opening,themagneticfieldgeneratedbythemagnetopensorclosesthe

reedswitch.ThereedswitchisconnectedtotheDigitalC.D.I.,which

signalstheC.D.I.tochange/switch,thedesiredignitionadvancetiming

maps.Thishelpsinachievingagoodbalancebetweendriveabilityand

optimum ignitionsparkadvance,resultinginanalmostperfectignition

sparkadvanceforeverythrottleopeningandenginerpm.
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7.WORKINGOFDTS-IENGINE

TheworkingofDTS-iengineisverysimilarto4-strokeenginebutherethe

onlymodificationdoneisweareusingtwosparksplugattwoendsofthe

combustionchamber.Whichrequirelesstimetoreachthefarthestpositionof

thecombustionchamberandoptimizethecombustionchambercharacteristics.

TherearesomeadvancetechnologyusedinDTS-ienginewhichmakesitmore

powerfulthan the conventionalsingle sparkplug 4-stroke engine like 1.CDI

technology2.Tricksiiitechnology.

Thecycleofoperationinafour-strokeengineiscompletedintworevolutionsof

crankshaftorfourstrokesofpiston.Strokeisdefinedasthedistancetraveled

bythepistonfrom oneofthedeadcenterstotheotherdeadcenter.Itisalso

equaltotwotimesthecrankradius.Henceinafour-strokeengineworkis

obtainedonlyduringonestrokeoutofthefourstrokesofthepistonrequiredto

completeonecycle.

7.1Suctionstroke:TostartwiththepistonisatorverynearT.D.C.andthe

inletvalveisopenandexhaustvalveisclosed.Asthepistonmovesfrom

T.D.C.toB.D.C.rarefactionisformedinthecylinderwhichcausesthecharge

torushinandfillthespacevacatedbythepiston.Thechargeconsistsofa

mixtureofairandpetrolpreparedbythecarburetor.Theadmissionofcharge

insidetheenginecylindercontinuesuntiltheinletvalveclosesatB.D.C.

7.2Compressionstroke:Boththevalvesareclosedandthepistonmoves

from B.D.C.toT.D.C.Thechargeiscompresseduptoacompressionratioof

5:1to9:1andpressureandtemperatureattheendofcompressionareabout

6to12barand250ºCto300ºCrespectively.

7.3Working,PowerorExpansionstroke:WhenthepistonreachesT.D.C.

position,or justattheendofcompressionstroke,thechargeisignitedby

causinganelectricsparkbetweentheelectrodesoftwosparkplug,whichis
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located 90 degrees each otherin the walls ofcylinderhead.During

combustion thechemicalenergyoffuelisreleased and thereisrisein

temperatureandpressureofgases.Theair-fuelmixturegetsignitedinaway

thatcreatestwoflamefrontsand,therefore,areductioninflametravelofthe

orderof40percentisachieved.Afastrateofcombustionisachievedleading

tofasterriseinpressure.Theobviousoutcomeofthisismoretorque,better

fuelefficiencyandloweremission.Nowthecombustionproductsexpandand

push the piston down the cylinder.The reciprocating piston motion is

convertedintorotarymotionofcrankshaftbyaconnectingrodandcrank.

Duringexpansionthepressuredropsduetoincreaseinthevolumeofgases

andabsorptionofheatbycylinderwalls.

7.4Exhauststroke:Theoreticallyexhaustvalveopensattheendofworking

strokewhenthepistonisatB.D.C.position.Butactually,exhaustvalvebegins

toopenwhenabout85% oftheworkingstrokeiscompleted.Apressureat

thisinstantforceaboutcompletetheburntgasesintotheexhaustmanifoldat

highspeed.Duringthisstrokethepressureinsidethecylinderisslightlyabove

theatmosphericvalue.Someoftheburntgasesarehoweverleftinthe

clearancespace.Theexhaustvalveclosesshortlyafterthepistonreaches

T.D.C.Theinletvalveopensslightlybeforetheendofexhauststrokeandthe

cyclerepeats.

7.5DetonationinDTS-Iengine:Inpetrolenginemajorproblem isDETONATION.

Detonationoccurswhentheflametraveltimefrom centertothesidewalls

increasestheself-ignitiontemp.time.Ithappensoftenintheengineshaving

singlesparkplug.

ThisisovercomebytheDTS-ibyhaving2sparksourcesontheoppositesides

whichreducestheflametravelasstatedabove.Hencenodetonation.

EXAMPLE:-

PulsarDTS-ideliversoutclassperformanceinitsclassofvehicles.The

performancecharacteristicsare–

HighSpeed 180cc=16.01Ps(11.77kw)at
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8000rpm

150cc=13.02Ps(9.57kw)at

8500rpm

Greatertorque 180cc=14.72N-m at6500rpm

150cc=11.68N-m at6500rpm

Max.Speed 180cc=127

Kmph

150cc=120Kmph

8.ADVANTAGES

• Lessvibrationsandnoise

• Longlifeoftheenginepartssuchaspistonringsandvalvestem

• Decreaseinthespecificfuelconsumption

• Nooverheating

• IncreasetheThermalEfficiencyoftheEngine&evenbearhighloadsonit.

• Betterstartingofengineeveninwinterseason&coldclimaticconditions

oratverylowtemperaturesbecauseofincreasedCompressionratio.

• BecauseoftwinSparksthediameteroftheflameincreasesrapidlythat

wouldresultininstantaneousburningoffuels.Thus,forceexertedonthepiston

wouldincreaseleadingtobetterworkoutput.

9.DISADVANTAGES

• ThereishighNOxemission

• Ifonesparkpluggetsdamagedthenwehavetoreplaceboth

• Thecostisrelativelymore
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10.APPLICATIONS

Itusesinautomotiveengines.InIndiaBajajhaspatentedfordts-itechnology.At

presentplatina,xcd125,135,discover150,pulsar135,150,180,200,220etc.are

usingthedtsi(digitaltwinsparkignitionsystem).Whichmeansthepetrolenters

intothecylinderburnsmoreefficiently.

Hencetheapplicationofthesetechnologiesinthepresent-dayautomobileswill

givethepresentgenerationwhattheywanti.e.powerbikeswithfuelefficiency.

Since these technologies also minimize the fuelconsumption and harmful

emission levels,theycan also be considered as one ofthe solutions for

increasingfuelcostsandincreasingeffectofglobal warming.

TheperfectCombustioninInternalCombustionengineisnotpossible.Soforthe

instantaneousburningoffuelsinI.C.enginetwinsparksystem canbeused

which producing twin sparks atregularintervalcan help to complete the

combustion.
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